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DISCLAIMER
The publisher used its best efforts in preparing this book and the information provided herein is
provided “as is,” solely for educational information purposes. The publisher makes no
representation or warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this
book and specifically disclaims any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for any
particular purpose and shall in no event be liable for any loss of profit or any other commercial
damage, including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages.
The publisher is not engaged in rendering legal or other professional advice, and nothing
contained herein should be constructed as such. The publisher encourages readers to seek
professional advice from competent legal counsel when necessary.
While the publisher is confident readers who follow the advice in this book can build and improve
business credit fast, the publisher cannot and does not guarantee that anyone and everyone will
achieve such results. Individual results depend on many factors beyond the publisher’s control
including, but not limited to, a person’s motivation, personal credit scores, business credit scores,
lender financing requirements, business location, business industry, etc.
Trademarks: This book identifies product names and services known to be trademarks, registered
trademarks, or service marks of their respective holders. They are used throughout this book in an
editorial fashion only. In addition, terms suspected of being trademarks, registered trademarks, or
service marks have been appropriately capitalized, although the publisher cannot attest to the
accuracy of this information. Use of the term in this book should not be regarded as affecting the
validity of any trademark, registered trademark, or service mark.

This is the Story of How One Guy Went from Broke to $363,496 in Net Profit (and Counting)
All Thanks to Business Credit
Everyone likes a good success story, right? Well, here’s one that we all can relate to in some way
shape or form.
It’s about an aspiring entrepreneur and real estate investor by the name of Vaughn Miller. Vaughn
suffered heavily from a condition called “IHMJ”, most commonly known as the I Hate My Job
syndrome.
He was working over 60 hours a week at a job that he absolutely despised and for a boss that had
more than a few screws lose. And to make matters worse, he hardly made enough money to cover
all of his living expenses. This was hardly the life that Vaughn expected to live after graduating
from a prestigious University, but unfortunately, at that moment, that was life.
Frustrated with his current financial position and overwhelmed by the anxiety brought on by his
job, Vaughn made an involuntary change at a time when his work stresses became way too much
to bear. Illness and high levels of anxiety caused by his job led him to be a shell of the once
positive and athletic individual that he once was. As such, he saw no better option but to take a
long-term stress related leave of absence.
Vaughn saw this as an opportunity to not only regain his health and repair his damaged mental
mind state, but to also uncover his next move to free him from his own personal hell looming
ahead of him called “work”. Vaughn vowed to never return to the corporate world again, but
unfortunately, his tale doesn’t end like the ones you see in the moves. He faced many hurdles and
setbacks that tested his mental fortitude, determination and will to succeed. *

How many people can relate to this?
The long standing dream of FINALLY investing in real estate, but confronted with one
main obstacle &#x2013; finding the capital necessary to finance your first real estate
investment deal?
Trust me, you are not alone. Hundreds of thousands of people every day do all they
can to learn about real estate investing in order to create passive income and
eventually wave goodbye to the 9-to-5 ground, but even after attending all of the real
estate investment clubs, networking with current investors, and maybe even
shadowing mentors for real time experience, very few people in this circle actually
make it to the other side because they lack the financial resources to do so.
In my book, From Nothing to $300K in Real Estate Profits, you will see how I was able
to pass along my real estate finance secrets to one of my good friends who struggled
for years to scrape enough money together to ignite his fix and flip real estate
investment goals. Fast forward just a short year later, my good friend is FINALLY

investing in real estate. And you want to know the best part?...
He's been able to do it with ZERO dollars of his own money.
Check out this quick read to see just how he did it!
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